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there are five chapters in the padi open water diver manual, with five knowledge reviews (one per chapter), four quizzes and one final exam. you will watch the padi open water diver video during your course, which works in conjunction with the padi open water diver manual. everything in the padi
open water diver course is about reinforcement - the video reinforces the knowledge you learn in the manual, which is reinforced by the knowledge reviews, which is reinforced by the quizzes, which is reinforced by the final exam. we like to spread the theory out so that your in-water work will then

reinforce everything you learn in theory. open water diver requires you to complete four scuba dives (all in fresh water) and to log all of your dives. the first two of these dives are the open water diver exam dives, and the other two are confined water dives. you must complete the two confined
water dives before you start the final open water diver exam dives. the first two dives are logged as open water dives, and the second two are logged as confined water dives. to become a certified open water diver, you need to complete four open water dives. you have two options for the final two
open water dives. you can complete them as a group with other divers, or you can do them as a private dive. in group dives, you can choose to do one or two of the remaining two dives in fresh water or in saltwater. if you do both fresh-water dives with a buddy, you can do one of the remaining two

open water dives in fresh water and the other in saltwater. if you choose to do the remaining two open water dives as a private dive, you need to be with at least two other divers. you can dive with other certified open water divers, or you can dive with non-certified divers. you must have written
permission from the other two divers before you can do a private open water dive.
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one final comment on the open water diver course. its true that you need to be in top physical condition to complete the course. it is not a light aerobic course, and you will use a lot of energy. if you are not physically prepared for the open water diver course, you may not be able to complete it. this
is not a physical fitness course, but a scuba diving course. what makes the course fun is that you will explore the underwater world with a new set of skills. the more you do it, the more fun youll have. if you are not physically prepared for the course, you may not be able to complete it. as a padi
open water diver, you can choose to dive in the water of your choice, or to dive in the water where you did the first two dives. if you choose to do the final two dives in fresh water, you will need to use a buddy to do the second fresh-water dive. for the first few dives, youll be able to show your

instructor that you can follow directions, that you have a good grasp of most of the basics, and that you know how to start and stop the diving. if you have questions, ask them. the answer isnt going to lie. the instructor will guide you through the dives. this allows him to give you tips, and to help you
with the techniques you need to master for the remainder of the course. even if youre a little nervous, it is better to ask than not to ask. you might be afraid that if you ask, youll get the answer wrong, and you wont be able to do the dive at all. but, if you are cautious and ask the right questions,

youll be fine. padi open water diver course final exam answer sheet pdf. exams and.. open water diver course quizzes 1-4 answer sheet. directions: upon making. padi open water diver course final exam answer sheet pdf. 5ec8ef588b
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